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Grower Support 
 

Global Position 
Nutrien’s purpose is to grow our world from the ground up and we approach supporting our growers in the same 
manner. Our growers are diverse, and our integrated business allows us to use our global resources to offer 
unparalleled grower support. We do this through the products and solutions we offer, and through a variety of 
services designed to help position our growers as the best supplier to their customers in a profitable and sustainable 
manner.  
 
The greatest asset we have are the people at Nutrien who work to understand the individual challenges our growers 
face in order to deliver solutions. Through our retail entity, Nutrien Ag Solutions, we have more than 3,300 crop 
consultants and field experts working directly with growers from over 2,000 global locations. Nutrien Ag Solutions 
has acquired tools and expertise that use technology, diagnostics, data analysis and experience, along with a 
diverse team of expert crop consultants to help growers make the best decisions on agronomic solutions. The 
Nutrien Ag Solutions toolbox includes access to our proprietary chemistry, plant nutrition, and seed through 
Loveland Products, Dyna-Gro and Proven Seed. We also provide access to traits, tools, technologies, and genetics 
through our relationships with leading ag input suppliers and technology and innovation companies. These industry-
leading resources position the Nutrien Ag Solutions portfolio to meet the needs of every customer. 
 
Our crop consultants use these tools, combined with grower goals and the evaluation of field capability, to 
recommend supplementary crop inputs when and where needed. Digital agronomy combines location, agronomic 
information (crop physiology, soil characteristics, pest/disease impact), environmental data (precipitation, 
temperature), weather forecasting and data science to advise grower decisions. Through our industry-leading 
platform, the Nutrien Ag Solutions Digital Hub, crop consultants can access location, data science and agronomic 
information (soil test, tissue samples) to provide the best advice to growers regarding which products to apply based 
on current and predicted conditions. These crop management solutions help growers maximize product efficiency 
and minimize environmental impact.  
 
Access to sustainability analytics can best position our growers to meet consumer demands while protecting their 
greatest assets - the land, air, soil and water they rely on for production. The Nutrien Ag Solutions digital platform 
offers field-specific sustainability analytics that can support our growers throughout the supply chain. Nutrien Ag 
Solutions is also piloting proof-of-concept input strategies that increase grower profitability while also improving 
environmental outcomes. Growers can use their metrics to communicate with downstream partners (for example, 
consumer packaged goods companies) who want to measure the environmental impact of agriculture in their supply 
chain.   
 
We know that unprecedented technological change and low commodity prices are putting significant pressure on 
growers. Nutrien supports sustainable farm economics by providing growers with technical and financial options that 
help them to adapt to changing climate and market conditions. We provide agronomic expertise and options to help 
growers manage risk, maximize income and support transitions through demographic and global shifts.    
 
Simplified access to the right financial products has a role in helping growers endure difficult years and 
unanticipated climate-related events. We offer flexible financing solutions to our U.S. customers in support of 
Nutrien Ag Solutions agricultural product and service sales and provide grower credit through Nutrien Financial.  
 
Our total support of growers extends to the local and global communities for which they grow. As an integrated 
agribusiness, the Nutrien team includes experts focused on government and industry affairs and sustainability, 
which includes community investment. These functions advocate for and support growers in a multitude of ways. 
Our government and industry affairs team works to ensure agriculture and trade policy reflects the interests of our 



growers, locally and globally, so that we can meet the need for nutritious and accessible food for a growing 
population. Driven by our sustainability strategy, Nutrien supports community initiatives that address existing needs 
in local communities. This includes initiatives focused on diversity and inclusion, reducing our environmental 
footprint, and promoting sustainable agriculture, along with outreach that promotes consumer understanding of food 
production. 
 
As the world’s largest provider of crop inputs and services, Nutrien plays a role in helping growers increase food 
production in a sustainable manner on a global scale. Nutrien Ag Solutions, and its leading retail network, uniquely 
positions us to support the needs of our growers locally. We operate with a long-term view and are committed to 
working with all stakeholders as we address our economic, environmental and social priorities. 
 


